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·NSA, Senate
break possible
By STEVE JOHNSON

According to former Student
Senate Vice-President J o h n
Lindsay there is an apparent
move in the .offing by the
Senate to temporarily disassociate SCS from th.: National
Studenrt Association (NSA).
Presently, SCS pays $1C)Oyr. in dues to NSA, a student
orgamzatiOlll with its national
headquarters in Washingtoo
D.C. whose purpose is to provide various student aid and
QliscoUillt programs.
Proponents of the disassociation, which would probably
involve senat1, refusal to pay
the $100, argue that there has
been little effort on the part
to make programs they claim
to have, available to SCS students. Among these a r e
insurance policies which give
remuneration even if the policy holder is killed in war,
reduced rates for prominent
national speakers and major
movies, and legal aid . and
counciling for students·
Lindsay contends that the
.:,. senate has received no "specifics" on any of these supposed ben~fits, and believes
the dues should be withheld
pending a concrete effort on

the part of NSA to make these
services available.
Llrudsay further argues that
NSA is bankrupt, and therefore unable to fulfill its obligations. He blames much of
NSA's troubles on the organization's current President, David
Ifshen. Ifshen, says Limds~y,
has done nothing for NSA, and
has selected his staff on the
basis of "political patronage."
Senate ~esident Char Benson and Campus Co-ordinator
Art Birnbaum basically concur. Bi.rinbaurr:. is somewhat
dubious of NSA's political acti·
vities, which have tended to
lean towards the middle to
far left. Bensoo simply contends that so far NSA simply
"hasn't worked," and that
Ifshen is too "natiooal oriented" to deal effectively with
campus problems.
.. NSA-Co-ordinator Ken Wilson
sees nothing wrong with NSA's
political activities, but feels
that NSA's principal emphasis
should be to provide services
to students. ·
He is awaiting judgement on
SCS disaffiliation from NSA for
the time being.

SCS Theatre production

. Royal Hunt of the Su,n, a historic drama about Pizarro's bloody conquest
of Peru, will run today, tomorrow, Monday and Tuesday evenings. Reserved seat tickets for' the performance are all sold out, but 20 standing
room only tickets will be made available on a first come first serve basis
each night. Performance time is 8 p.m.
Photo by George Fulford

NSA
(cont. on p. 7, col. 1)
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Internships remain open

Directories
here· Monday
Copies of the official 1970-71
campus directory will be
distributed free to students ,
faculty amd staff beginning
Monday (Nov. 23).
Compiled by Information
Services, the directory contaims names, addresses and
telephone numbers of fall
quarter students, faculty and
staff.
Students living on campus
will receive their copies
through residence hall mail
boxes. Other students rrlay
pick up copies by showing fee
statements at a special table
in Atwood Center. Faculty
and staff will be sent copies
through campus mail.
Each student anJ faculty
and · staff member is entitled
to a copy free of charge. Additional copies may be purchased at the college book~ store for $1 each.
Alpha Phi Omega, a service
fraternri.ty, is helping with directory distribution.

Senate motion asks

Extension of drop date

Chronicle

by Marlene Tschida
The student internship program at SCS is in its second
year, and a1though there are
more participants than last
year, there are still many internships positions open.
Ln,ternships are available in
any academic department. If
a student is interested in a

·

particulair internship,
he
should contact Paul Gilbert
in Stewart Hall 112.
. The~e are over :200 agencies,
mc1uding local, state, federal
and private ag.encies, offering
inteI'IIliShips. Most of the internships are recruited by the
college.

on the Nixon doctrine in Southeast Asia. Meyer plalThS to go
to law school after he graduates and feels that tl;te i1Ilternship was vel!'y helpful to him.

Other internships in the Political Science Department are
in the Governoc's Commission
on Crime Prevention and ConSome of the agencies offer- trol and the Selective Service
ing internships are the Gov- offices.
ernor's Commission on Orime
Prevention and Control, Minn- Biology .iinrternships are ofesota State College Boaird, fered in the Fish and Wildlife
Fish m1d Wildlife Service and Service and are usually rethe U.S. Senate and Senator search internship, where a stuMondale's office.
dent researches some topic for
,:.tical Sc'
D the agency and prepares a reThe P Ol.ll
1ence e- port
partment, Biology Depart·
ment Business School and the The Common Market proCommon Market have the gram offers internships in
largest number of students nearly all ~partI?,ents. C~rol
participating in the program. ~phens, Journalism . maJor,
There. are several iintem~ mterned iat the M~1esota
ships avail.able through the State College Boa~d offlce las:t
Political . Science Department ~ummer_. She said_ ~hat her
Two of the internships avail- mternship was deflllltely the
able winter quarter are in ~t quarte~, she has spent
Senator Mondale's office in ~ colle~e. I le~rned 1:11ore
Washington. One of these is m _my_ field_ (public relaihons)
full time for the senator and while mtemmg ~a~ a:n,ywhere
the other consists of half time ~e,. I would de,f wte!y ~~uate
for the senator and half time it _wiith student teachi:ng, she
in the senate.
srud.
Larry Meyer, political Some students who intern
sci€ince majo:r, interned in are offered full time positio!l'liS
Senator Mondale's office last after they are graduated in
summer. He worked part time the agency in which they
in Mondale's office and part int€-med. Many students detime in a patrnnage position
as a senate doorkeeper. P art
of · Meyer's work consisted in
(cont. on p. 7, col. 5}
preparing a research project

Internship

By SUSAN KUGLER

Keller said "Lt's up to ~
student to decide whether he
wants to drop at the begincational costs. li a studen
ning or at the end of the quarter. He's paying for his education, and he pays taxes tbat
the state uses to defray educational costs. li a student
wants to wait until the end
of the quarter that's his perrogaitive."

bei:ng used.
According to Rauch; · some
junior colleges do not record
an E but allow a student to
take a W (withdraw) for a
class any time throughout the
quarter. "Students might take
folllt' classes and receive two
C's and two W's." He explained that if this is repeated
for several quarters a student's transcript will not be
very impressive when he
Keith Rauch, Director of wants to transfer.
Admissions and Records, said
Tom KelJer, · originator of that he'd experienced three
"Academic standards" have
the motion, explained that he'd changes in the drop-add dead- to be maintained, according
heard several complaints from lines since he's been at State to Rauch, and he wondered
student.s. They were upset th,a t as a stud€'nt and as an ad- what effect: the enension of
"with the present drop dead, m.imstrator. One of the drop a class . drop date would
line, a student after 21 class deadlines extended t h r e e make. "Macales,t er records
days does not know how he fomths of the way through only A. B C's on a s:tudent's
stands grade-wise in a class. " the quarter. A change was transcript", Rauch said. Dr.
Under the present system a made later to set the drop Marvin 'Holmgren, Vice-Presistudent must &op a c1ass deadl.ine as the thiird day af- dend: of Student Affairs, comwithin 21 days after the quar- ter mid-quar,ters. A further menting on Macalester's situt.€,r begins Oil' a,n E will be change setting the dlrop date artion said that Maoalester
recorded if the class is to the tweillty -first day of the screens their applicants and
dropped at a later date.
quarter is the drop date now is pretty selective about the
students they admit; however
the junior colleges and sta,te
colleges ar,e less selective.
Holmgren defined the concept
of "academic standards" as
the "student's a:nd faculty's
seriousness about what they
are doing," adding that the
The following resolution regarding final exW's and E's on a transcript
aminations was passed at the Faculty Senate
rie.flect 4Jo some degree the acameeting Tuesday and will be in effect for fall
demic standards of individuals
quarter:
and their schools.

Student Senate recently
passed a resolution • which
poses varying viewpoiints. The
resolution called for the -abolishment of the present dropadd deadline and would extend the "dl!'op date to the
week previous to finaJ testin-g ." -Under this provision "a
student may drop a class any
time during the quarter without penaJty of f,ailure aoo incomplete."

Exam resolution passed

"Continue to have two-hour blocks of time
set aside during the last week of the quarter
as a present. However, this time could be used
in the manner which the instructor felt would
most constructively terminate his course -:-- discussion of term papers, a two-hour summary
of the course, a comprehensive final examination, course evaluation, makeup work, etc. It
should be emphasized that these days would be
part of the regular quarter and all faculty and
students would be required to adhere to the
schedule unless prior permission for change
was granted by the Office for Academics Affairs."
a...,_ _.....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Rauch does not favor ex- ·
tending the drop date. "Since
the State of M.in:nesota pays
a propor,tioniate amount of the
educational CO!Sts" and the
situation may arise tn which
a student might obtaim an instructor's time and counseling
only to drop the class at the
end of the quarter, wasting
other s,tudent's money and
time with the instructor.

Drop date
(cont. on p. 5, col. 1}
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Editorial -& Opinion Section.
Prejudice: when Lindsay needed
-someone's sick
To the Editor:

A small child was asked
if s~e knew what segregation
meant-she didn't know. She
was asked if she knew the
meaning of bigotry~she didn't
know. Finally, the child was
asked if she knew what prejudice meant. Eagerly, the
child replied, " Yes, that's
when someone's sick." How
beautiful.
,
But everyone knows that
prejudice doesn't exist on the
St. Cloud campuS,-.right? Just
because of this "lack" of prejudice, a house was painted
last Wednesday night. Wi,th
black paint and the words
"Nigger Lovers No. 2", an
individual or group of individl!als showed twelve girls that
there was no prejudice in St.
Cloud.
Individuals on this campus

seem to pride themselves in
their progressiveness. This
display of prejudice can be
described as nothing other
than · regression on the part
of the.se "progressive" individuals .
We are told that we are free
to choose our own friends and
that all men are created equal.
Yet in practice, these ideas
seem to apply to "whites
only" in some student's minds.
Because these girls have chosen to include blacks in their
realm of friends, they have
been chastized. And we -call
ourselves pro19fessive
It is time that a few people
started thinking. How can we
let something like this happen? The . people responsible
for this shameful act shouldand hopefully will be exposed.
Lynn Jacobson

To the Editor:

This letter is ·addressed to
former Student Senate VicePresident, John Lindsay, and
those who support his rec,eint
resignation from student gov·
ernment.
I think it's miair and lIDreasonable to indict 99 per
cent of the SCS student body
as apathetic and not worth
representing- Perhaps you associate with students that have
completely different characteristics than those that I
lmow, because it's been my
experience that the marjority
of students on this campus
are co,ncer,ned with things going on around the:Q!. and especially happenings which affect them directly.
Assuming that there are
students who co..'1Sider St.
Cloud a "diploma factory ,"
conscientious
representation
shoulc be available for these Karen Mattson
people also. There are lots

Da.vis letter questioned
To the Editor:

Miter carefully studying the
letter recently prilllted con~eming the case of Angela
)avis, I feel compelle<l· . to
comment on and to question
some of the statements and
suppositions therein.
.
T~~ Angela J?av:15 has been
a victim of preJudice because
she is "red" and black I would
not deny and I feel deeply concerood that such sho~d · be
the case. The next pomt espoused was that "only Miss
Davis and her lawyers have
the facts" concerning her alleged involvement in the murders sternmdng from the Soledad trial~ Such a statement
can only be coinsi<lered as pure
CO!ll:jecture and has no proven
objedive basis at this time.
The same judgement would
have to be applied to any
statements by thos~ accusing
her in regards to their "data"
0...
• "proof".
It is at this point and for
the above stated reasooo that

There is

a tJrial is required for the sake
of both Miss, Davis and the
society in which she resides.
If she be proven innocent then
she has the right to be so declared. If she i~ guilty as
c~arged then society has the
nght to de~and payment for
and protection f.rom ,t he destruction of the lives of its
members and for the attempted destruction of the
civil rights of others residing
within the society.

be like if there were no judges,
no juries, no trials? Should
a society dismiss oehavior
that is injuri,ous to the members of that society with no
action taken to judge for innocence or guilt?
It could be tentatively suggested ,t hat a widely publicized
trial, • such as Miss Davis
would probably get, has less
chance of being unfak to the
defendant than a more obscure
one. The rationale for this suggestiom is the thought that
those responsible for the
condµcting of such a trial
would tread carefully with
the full realization that the
public eye is directly upon
them. I would be the first to
admiit ,t hat such a rationale
is pure conjecture but I draw
it as a parallel to. the suggestion thait Miss Davis cannot
have a fair trial which is also

OF
ST. CLOUD STATE:
Lt has gradually dawned
on me ,t hat there is a lack of
int.erest on the part of the Student body -concerning Student
Senate activities. I think the
resignation of the Vice-Presiresigootion of the Vice-President is an event that should
make the students think about
what their role is in Student
G<>vernment on the St. Cloud
Campus.
John Llndsay is one of the
few individuals on campus
who was sincerely interested
in · working for the students
at St. Cloud. But because of
lack of direction from the Student body he foUIIld it impossible to be able to do the kind
of job he felt was necessary.
When are students going
to realize that St. Cloud State
is not in the word.~ of John

Sidewalks
would solve

the mud
To the Editor:

For the last c o u p I e of
months, the students at SCSC
have been jumping over, or
walking through, ·or falling
ti mud puddles. .
Why -carrt we have more
sidewalks so all of this monkey business C3lll be eliminated?
.
. There IS a great ~ for
sidewalk on the west side of
~twood nea:~t the P~orm·
m~ Arts Building.. During the
ramy m~nths, which we have
been haVlllllg, the students have
to go arou:nd a . puddle every
d~y. In µie wmt;er m?nths,
this_ area IS not oruy an mconveruent walk, but a vary h!32ardous one- As layers of 1~e
cover the .s~ow! each ste~ is
te~e, ai!lticipating a possible
spill
A · sidewalk should be put
around Brown Hall also. Sometimes this area gets worse
than that behind Atwood. If
someone wants to go aro~
the hall, they must walk iil
the roe~ next to the building.
Ther~ IS room for one way
~affic only) sp -the people g':
mg the other way have to wait
or wa~ through the mu~. .
If sidewalks were laid m
these areas, I am sure they
would be put to good use.

The, sug,gestioo that a ttial
for Miss Davis could not be
"fair" is also a highly conjectuiral point. I doubt whether
there has ever been a truly
"fair" trial in the his.tory of
mankind, but such an observation · should not preclude the
use of such a method to attain
justice within a society. Lt
remains one of the fairest and
most democratic methods to
• t
judge innocence or guilt. This pure con:iec ure.
· to stop
may be .a goo d po111!t
The statement that the case
and ask oneself such questions of Miss Davis is one of "opas: What would our society pression by an establishment"
is overly broad and naive in
it's assumptions. A~ain the
judgement is that' such a
statement is one of conjecture wi,th no objective evidence to support it. The real
question at hand is: Did Miss
Lindasy " a diploma
fac- Davis participate m: murder
tory"?; "tliat a college educa- or did she- not? This is the
tion certainly entails an aca- question to be answered and
demic education as well as I submit that no one on this Donna Headley
so mamy other aspoots to pre- campus can produce objective
pare us for a life style after evidence to answer the quesleaving St. Cloud State Col- tion in eiil:her way. The task
lege?
of sorting fact from fiotion
Colleen Mullen
is best consummated · by a
train€<! judge and chosen jury.

a

lack of interest
To -the Editor:
TO THE STUDENTS

of areas within even the "diploma factory" that the major·
ity of students I've talked to
feel need evaluation, aITTd subsequent alterations to meet
changing needs-for example,
th,e general education requirements have been often criticized by a oomber of campus
residents.
This type of widespread
criticism is evident that people
do care, and even if your accusations were true, SCS studoots are still human beings,
aITTJd deserve an active student
government.
It disturbs me a great deal
to see you retire at this point
when there are so many
changes that people wairut to
be made, and when our studerut body needs representatives that will work for it.
We ineed you, John, and
you're letting us down.

Chronicle

PubUsihed Tuesdiays and Fri•
days tkouglhout
the sohool
year except for vacaition periods. Second class postaige
paid at St. Cloud, Minn., Student subscriptions taken from
tlhe studoot activity food. Mail
subscription !!'ate is $2.00 per
quarter or $5.00 per acade:mk

yeair.

Edi,tm-in-clbief Susan Heineke
Associate Editor Steve London

Lindsay attack
on students ·is
well deserved

As a seholar I can only accept as fact those things that
have been proven beyond any
reasonable doubt The letter
asking for support- to prevent
the extradition of Angela
Davis had caused me not only
to write thls letter in reply
but to notify the governor
of New York of my' support
for the jury system of justice
and to ask him to allow that
system to perform its duties.
I would . urge other &tudents
and faculty to do the same.
LeRoy L. Robertson

To the Editor:

I feel John Lindsay's attack
on the s.tudent body at SCSC
was well aimed and well deserved.
R's ·about time we students
tear ourselves away from the
beer cans_ and TV .tube and
do somethlng coootruotive;
whether 1t is a vote to back
th~ . ~dent_ Senate or to
abolish 1t.
I hope we can show some
reaction to John Lindsay's
resig-nation.
Pam Carr

Apathy Line
· (Again)
It seems that this year's old timers . test met with a
certain amount of success. This was taken in exception by
certain members of the Senate and other Freaks. Those ""
who know this writer of apathy said that it was entirely
meaningless to them for they knew none of the answers.
Two points must. be taken; 1) Maybe their education
is quite lacking, and 2) I wish they would realize that
there are other groups of people on this campus with different interests than theirs (realizing this , might for the
first time make them a Senate of the Student Body).

Thus we have the answers:
1) d; 2) 628-6th; 3) c ; 4) d; 5) b; 6) d ; 7) a;
8) b; 9) c; 10) a or d; 11) b; 12) c ; 13 ) a ;
14) d; 15) b; 16) d; 17) b or c ; 18) b; 19) b;
20) c Horses; 21) d ; 22) d;· 23) c; 24) a and <.i;
25) b; 26) d; 27 d Brandy water- no stick;
28) b; 29) d ; 30) a.
If there are any additions or correetions please ·contact
any Press Bartender for the needed help.
Score yourself accordingly! 3 pt./questions.
0-10-Virgin Freshman
10-20-Living in a convent
,. : I
20-30-You're still under 4 years here
30-40-You're an R.A. or Housemother
• : I I
40-50-You're over 21
50-60-You drink too much
60-70-Male, and probably a vet; or female and
living with or marriro to a vet
7o-80-Qualify as a Press Bartender
80-90-Your Social Security check is waiting for you
90-100--You wrote the test
•

•

•

i

II

Women's Lib ne€ds a poke in the you know I where,
with a sharp stick, One of the strong Feminist ~~aders on
campus, who I won't mention (Pat Larson of ABOG) has
been striving ha.rd to achieve great goals of freedom for
her lost sisters. It seems that this movement hasn't quite
gathered the following that it should. (The .Taco's at 2 for
45c get a bigger following at Atwood).
Miss Larson, I believe would get a special award for
a nice try. We'll give her a one-handed clap. (What is the
reason for this nasty attitude on my part? May I relate
a story: ·
At a regular meeting of the SGSCSCC, Women's Lib
was mentioned and Miss Larson got on her usual soap
box and gave a five minute oration on the plight of her
Fellow sisters. Where upon her husband to be (Dave)
said when questioned about his feelings on Women's Lib;
"That will cease to exist after the marriage vows." .
Miss Larson's comment: "Yes dear." So I give a nice
try award to Miss Larson, but the Fellow sisters will have
to find a new leader. Maybe, just maybe, this is what the
Feminists want? Dave gets his manhood back.

• • •

Game Time: The answer to the game of two weeks.
past was: Picture; 5:30 a.m.; a sleeping body and the
last fly to survive the first freeze of_ the year. Naturally
it has to clumb on your nose and wake you up. Thµs the
game was the last conflict and battle of the last · fly and
his end. SMEAR.
·
Next Week's: Snag-Pucketa Pucketa Pucketa, · Pucketa, Pucketa, Pucketa, Pucketa, Pucketa, Pucketa, Pucketa, Pucketa, Pucketa; Pucketa, Pucketa;
URrRreeeE,E eEeeieieie; Philibidib.

• • •

Shorter Ones: Due to apathy this section i~ called off,
Dave Munger said he was for truth , virtue, and the American way, and to think he _works for Student Affairs. Also,
let's call off the Student Senate as it is not worth existing
anyway·.

Who are the campus p~g.s?
To the Editor:

Who are the real campus
pigs? Are they the present
connotation of the word? Or
could it possibly be the student body?
Have you tried walking to
class without stepping on cigarette butts gum wrappers,
and p ~ p e _r' of all _siz~ and
shapes. Without trippmg or
kicking over a pop can.
It's fine to talk about ecology and the pollution problem
that is facing the world today

aind how we have all the solutions• Well ,my friends, the
solution s t a r t s at home. ~
It starts by restraiiruilng that
nervous twitch in your 8:l'm.

. The next time you'r~ hold:
0
fg Jn empth pop can
:
l<l~ th or w e-:; Y~~ s a .
ette __: ~~g~ ~ TH~~g~
FIND tr h
d
·t
a
c31: an use 1 ~
If you don t consider yourself ;,
th e REAL CAMPUS PIG! ·
Suzanne Munchoff

tJ

?8
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Music · exciting in i
SCS production 1
St.
"Sit down! Sit down! Just
listen to this," ' Dr. R. Keith
Michael was staring at the
tape recorder on his desk. The
music was dishonest, yet had
a throbbing sensuality. Bird
cries and drum beats occasionally rose above the atonal
electric. "What do you think"
he asked breathlessly, "That's
the music we're using for The
Royal Hunt of the Sun. This
C

is a tape recording of the
original score and it is - I
can't even describe it, but
wow, it is really exciting! "
"Come and watch our rehearsal warm ups," he invited
as he raced out of the office
to meet his seven o'clock rehearsal. Marggie Liebfreid,
his assistant director was leading the opening exercises ( the
cast does thirty minutes of
physical and vocal warm~ups
each' night before beginning
their rigorous rehearsal)
" Stretch those muscles
feet together , knees straight,
now press your palms to the
floor - now hold it, hold it,
hold it - relax. Now do it
again - now relax."

mime used in this show. These
exercises help give the cast
the body control that they
need for the choreographed
cvmbat scenes."
"We have really been working awfully hard putting ·together this show," Dr. Michael
sighed. "I've been thinking
in terms of statistics lately
- do you realize that at the
minimum, with forty cast ee
members rehearsing · four
hours a night, six nights a
week, an average of twenty
ccnstruction workers putting
in five hours a day and a minimum of twenty costume
pE:Ople working five hours a
day for this six and ·a half ee
week rehearsal peri"od · that
we have put at least · 14,040
man hours into this show
For Heaven's sake, it's a good
thing that this isn't a factory
,vhere we had to pay people
for man hours! ! !"
·

·=--=

I

Black student takeover

John's has mixed reaction

The atmosphere · at St.
John's University ranged from
one of quiet tension to one of
unconcern as approximately
20 black students, including
four women from the neighborin:g co1lege of St. Benedicts
occupied the office of ~de Revf.
Colman Barry, Presi erut o
St. John's , Monday afternoon.

to WJON radio, Father Barry
said th.at he and the administration would be willing at
any time to talk about the
problems of the black students, and added that the rea-son Wednesday's demands
were not then considhierehd thwas
that •the paper on w c
ey
were listed was not signed.

Human Rights Commissioner,
Conrad Balfour was attempting to mediate the dispute.
Balfour was alerted to the
pending
takeove['
Sunday
night.
University officials had been
expecting a confrontation
some kind after Barry u1a.u
refused to consider the un-

the siti-n, and had no knowledge of the situation until returning to St. John's at about

the action had taken place,
Hughes obtained the validating signature - of Judge Piaul
Hoffm~n on the ililjunclioo papers, and left for the campus
wiJth sheriff's deputies.
Rev. Florian Muggli, who
acted in Father Barry's absence, authorized Hughes to
• proceed with the deliverance
of the injunction. This was
at 3:30 p.m.
Balfour urged Hughes to
wait with the reading because
he believed it wol.11d destroy
any chances for negotiation.
Hughes agreed, but subsequoot attempts to persuade
the blacks to come out of the
office failed:
Ait 4:50 p.m. , the injunction
w.as read through the barracaded door.' The students were
given 30 minutes to vacate
the office.
28 minutes I.ater, about a
dozen students came out of
the office and ran down the
hall , their heads covered by
coats. The nine students who
chose to remain were placed
under arrest, and were carried
from the office by deputies.
They offered no other resistance.
Charged with contempt of
court, the students spent the
night in jail. They were arraigned Tuesday morning in
Stearns Cooocy D.i!strict Ceurt, ·
ail:ld were subsequently realeased with.Qut bond.
The court had ordered the
nine to re-appear later in the
month at which· time ~n unspecified further action will
be forthcoming.

i.~!

1
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The Royal Hunt of the Sun,

an extremely historically accurate d.ramatiiatiol! of Pizarro's conquest of Peru, w.as
writtten by Peter Shaffer, a
modern playwright. Michael
feels that this show is the closLater the cast paired off est thing we have to a confor a highiy stylized combat
exercise. Marg,gie explained,
"This exercise is necessary
because of all the dance and
(cont. on p. 6, col. 6)

Michael

You don't have to pass an ACT test.

Yqu ' don't hove to poss any military
··physical.You donit hove to poss o drivers
;
test. You don't
even hove to
be o genius. All .
you hove to do
to be a Chronicle reporter
is to be a student See Sue
Heineke in
136-Atwood
(Chronicle office) she will give you more
details.

culty members questioned
about the situation Monday
a£ternoon expressed little concern. "I don't know what's
going on or what they (the
black students) want," said
one student stopped on his
way to supper.

"They're doing about the
same thing the black students
at St. Cloud did two ye~
ago," commented a faculty
member. "They have a list
of demands and I guess they
plan to stay there (in Colman's
office) ooltil th.ey get them."
(He was Teferring to the ,Publicized "Whitney House incident" •of November, 1968, in
which a group of black students held a seven bour 'conference' with SCS President
Robert Wick. The conference,
which was held in Wick's office in Whitney House, was
initiated to present black demands for increas€<1 minority
student recruitment and the
estabThshment of a black 'cultural' cenlt:.er.)
The situation began developing the Wednesday before the
occupation, when a group of
black students presented a
list of 'demands' to F,ather
Barry. Th€se included a request for 10 thousand dollars
for the benefit of the " Org;~
ization of African American
students," and an added stipulation that OAAS be guaranteed financial aid each year
in amotmts to be specified
later by black students. About
121 of a combined St. John'sSt. Ben's enrollment of 2,200
are black.
C?mmenting on the demands

Si

s

Si

4:00.

According to ,the Minneapolis Star, Barry met with
students and admi'!Jistr,ators
and discussed the problems
of btack students at St. John's
at length after the court injunction forced those occupying his office to leave.
The Minneapolis Star said
that Barty, who appeared
"near exhaustion" when the
meetilllJg -ended, was offered
"expre.ssrons of regret" by
three black students. According to the Star, Barry re-:
plied sympathetically. " No,
you have been oppressed and
we haven't done enough and
we koow it. But the way to
end it is not with an occupa. tion. That will just arouse the
community, you klllow that."
Barry pointed out that the
~tudent& had not damaged his
ofice in any way , except for
a few holes which held the
n.ails they had used in board-ing the door.
The occupation began as
25 students entered the Presi-

dent's office in the administration building, and- after directing the staff to leave, barf!aeaded the doors with boq
and nails. They reportedly
had food and other provisions
for an extended stay.
- Soon after, faculty and student marshalls had the hallway to the President's office
completely cutoff, and refused
to admit anyone.
Meanwhile, Minnesota State

I5
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AT NEWMAN TERRACE PIZZA A

IThe Bier Hau;l
A place to meet your friends
and to have a good time.

ALL THE PANCAKES YOU · CAN
EAT, 3 SAUSAGES, COFFEE ... $ I oo
EVERY SUNDAY 9:30 to 12:30

327-Sth Ave. So., St. Cloud .

Plus folk singers on Mon., Tues.,
Wed. and Thurs. nights!

Enjoy also our delicious
sandwiches, free popco"rn
and o variety of beers.
1,,t_A~ross._

t....:.

,~r!1:.~ t~e
11urary

Publi~ .,1
_J
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Environment in '70's

Crisis may he laSt one
"Today the environmental
crisis is froot page drama in
any learung newspaper or
magazine," stated Gacy Soucie, who spoke on "Social and
Political Aspects of the Envirorunent", on November 17,
in Stewart Hall.
ls this concern a £ad of ,t he
seventies? Will people forget
the problem in the future?
Soucie seems to think that
if the crisis is a fad, 1t will
be the last one.
What ,a re some of the causes
of the oovironmentaJ crisis?
Two related causes are UI!Jehecked population growth,
md an increasi1IJ:g per capita
xmsumption. "The main cause
, that technology has gotten
Y.ay out of hand," says Gary

is hard · to imagine. The _government is a product of lllilruling men, . tirying to eooitrol
,themselves and the country
ait the same time."
-What can we as citizens do?
"The answer is simply ACTION! Join any Conservation
Bureau that you are personally interested in. Write to
your Coogressman. A person
may think that one letter won't
help, but it does. If you don't
like the present sys,tem,t ry·
to change 1t ,through the sys-

tern. Thls can be done by
electing the right people,"
comments Soucie.
Fortlllile magazine had an
editorial on the crisis. It
stated, ''To eliminate the prol>lems of the enviironment iis
going to be the next generations' job; which is us. This
gener:ation must acquire a
new system so they can have
more choice on, how they waillt
to live." Soucie closes by sayilng, "Lt's time we earn something better." ·

;oucie.

There ,a re two kinds of technology: 1) optimism and 2)
arrogance. Optimism technology assumes that since technology is so advanced, the
bad effects it creates, can be
eliminated by the ,advanced
methods. Arrogance technology claims th,a t ,the world is
created for man. We are just
supposed to get used to things.
This doo;;n',t mean that things
are improving.

What stands in ,t he way of
Improving our environment?
Soucie replies, "The immense
size of the federal bureaucy

John Peterson photo

PLATE LUNCHES DAILY - $1.20

OllCAFE

Chinese Dishes To Talce Out-Call 252-1070
,
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Van Camps Pork and Beans (21 oz.) . .
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College contribution aids
St. Cloud area economy -

Our rta~ sySrtem aids this
crisis. The more improve ments people make on their
property, the result will be
higher taxes. So, if a person
lets hls land roo down, he pay~
less taxes.

When you s elec't your
betrcthal rings, the cirde of
love becomes a reality. From
that moment on the beauty
of your Jiamond will forever recppture this special
moment. How wise of you to
insist upon l'isiting a reliable
jeweler, and :~electing yqur
diamond under proper surroimdings. In our store, we
additionally offer you the
guidance of a n1..1n trained in
gemology who can explain
and show you the subtle differences in diamond values.
With his help, }'<?JI c~n he
assured thfft the stone you
select is the hest quality for
the price you choose to pay.

·Grocery costs

NOW FEATURING YOUR CHOICE
OF ENTERTAINMENT:
UPSTAIRS: TUESDAY-SATURDAY
"THE NEW CITY ORDINANCE"
DOWNSTAIRS:,FRIDAY: CHUCK ELLIOT
PLAYING FOLK ROCK
SATURDAY: "BIG Al"
AND HIS BANJO

THEPRESS
502 ST. GERMAIN

...

·Decreased property tax rev- $46,930,744, more than twice
enue resulting from · the ex- the initially expended amount
pansion of SCS is insignificant
Ln eS,timating the college's
when compared to the iinstiitu- economic contributions to the
tion's overall economic contri- city, G a m b e r . recognized
butions, states Gerald Gam- $12,215,146 in non-sutdent exber, an instructor in Econo- penditures. Majoir items in
mics.
thls c a it e g o r y included
In a report entitled· "Eco- $7,719,596 in faculty and staff
nomic Impact of st. Cloud salaries and $2,201,035 in new
Staite Co 11 e g e," Gamber buildings.
studies the costs the economic
Students contributions to the
contribution of SCS to ,the St. ciity totaled $9,361,372 were
Cloud Commlllnity.
obtained through a sampling
Among his findings tha,t method of the student body.
were accumulated in 1969 are-: Gamber's questionnaire cover1) Property tax revenue lost ed categories including food ,
by the ctty as the result of rent, clothing, eruteritainmelllt,
college expansion amounted and supplies.
to $23,197, or one per cent of
Im addition to direct contrithe total' tax levies:
butions of the college, Gamber
2) Estimartes of costs to the n-0ted the importance of excity attributed to the operation penditures of thousands of
of the college; including loot persons who come to St. Cloud
property tax revenue, totaled each year t_o attend college
$258,211;
functions. However, because
- 3) The indirect cootribution of inadequate information th.is
of ,t he college to the city factor was not included in the
amoWllted to $755,023;
total college-reliated expendi4) College-related spending tures figure.
in the ctty · was $21,546,518,
Gamber estimates th.at apcompared to $13,439,290 in · proximately $31,298,800 worth
1960; and
of business was produced in
5) College-related spendinig the area economy due to colhad an ultimate effect on the lege spending. In addition,
St. Cloud e c o no m y of about $1,012,454 accrued in-

Vet's group may begin
"I think there are probably He also stated that ,t he mema lot of veterrans on campus bevs need not be male. If they
dedicated to something more
than playing foot6all, drinking
beer and raffling off snowmobiles."
The s;p eaker was Layne Carver and the subject was an
idea he had conceI1ning the
formation of a Veterans for
Peace orgallltization on the SCS
campus.
C~ver, a Vietnam veteran
came up with the idea for a
group that wouid "be made
up of students, faculty, staff,
anyone who is connected with
the college; who was a member of any branch of the military art -any time; and is' ·interested in contributing something in ,t he cause of peace."

have an opposition to the Vietnam conflict or even all war,
Carver considers them welcome members.
_

"Thos.e who are interested
need only have an iI!lterest
in protests of a peaceful nature, speaking to groups, and
participating in veteran's paparades as peace contingents.
Wh<lrt's needed is a loose organization where people oan
corJJtribute something oo their
own personal level of involvem,e,n,t," Carver said.

An:y veteran interested in
a Veterans for Peace organization is asked to contact Layne
Carver at 252-()432.

directly to local governmeirut
in taxes and about $14,619,490
to household income, pushing
the total of a t o t a 1 of
$46,930,744.
If growth estimiartes aire reliable, Gamber predicts that::
by 1980 college-related spendiillg will total close to $44,471,952. -This would add
an indirect contribution to the
ctty of over a million and. a
half dollars and a projected
additional iincome for the St.
Cloud
C o m m u n it y
of
$96,873,165.
Gamber concluded his report by quoting a recent study
prepared for the St. Cloud
Housing and Redevelopment
Authority indicating that the
college's expansion will be
the single most dynamic element iirl ,the local economy..,_
for· the immediate future.
'

Thompsons
publish
2nd hook

Marvin and Ruth Thopmson,
both of th~ St. Cloud State .,.
College English department, have had their second textbook published by Random
House.
"The Total Experience of ....
Poetry: An Introductory A,n,..
thology" appeared inprint for "
thology" appeared in print
for the first time this month.
The book consists of an iirltroduction and an . ainthology of
some · 160 poems and is
desigood for · introductory lit- .,._
erature courses.
~
The Thompsons' other text- . ·
book, "Critical Reading and'"''
Writing," was published in
1969 by Random House. It is
designed as a guide for theme
writing in college freshman
composition courses•
.
· Thompsom holds a Ph.D.
degree· from the · University
of Minnesota and has been
on the St. Cloud faculty sine
1956. His wife holds a mas- ter's 'degree from St. ·Cloud
and has been a faculty memthere for seven years.
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Plans for

•
UlllOll

guishers, clearance lights, and
flashers .
One route had approximately 80 students in one bus
which has a capacity of 66.
As a consequence some of the
children would be forced to
stand while the bus is in motion. Sooger stated that this
_w o~d ~ea verr dangerous situatioo if the_ driver was forced
to break qwcklyAnother grievance that some
employees had was what they
termed as "schedules unsafe
to meet." Sanger mentioned
that one route in the St.Cloud
Sanger stated. th,at _the man- area requires a bus to make
t
f
v
gt
d
01
a g.e~en
s IS emor six stops (at various St. Cloud
alizm~ to the employees. He district schools) in approxiexplamed th at. the owners mately 12 minutes. Sanger
would talk behiind employees
tiniued b
· · "I h d
backs and question employees con t
hY
t ~
0
about their fellow workers • a rouile ~ ere .. ~ tel
e
..
· 55 m es 10 approXIIDa Y one
Bad .shop c?nditions were also hour and five minutes. In~ad,. according to Sanger. Bad eluded in this time were about
lightilrng, flamables close to 19 stops "
a wood burnilllg stove, and ·
·.
a bad bus garage. The man- _The U'!lllon was also to ~eal
agement had promised im- Wl th such pr~blems ~ repa~s~
g!:oved conditions but has not cl~ance lights, fire extm
yet met their goals.
gwshers, and fl~ers. on the
buses. The mam ·poi:nt was
The main goals. of the union s afety and some employees
would be . to alleviate over- felt that there was great room
loaded buses, set up routes for improvement.
Sanger explained that the
that are safe to meet, and
equip buses with fire extin- group of employees did ::iot

°

8;~~-

SPAN seeks ideas,

·

advisor for '72
Each summer, undergraduate student groups from eleven colleges in Mininesota are
sent to four cmmtries in different parts of the world to
live and do independent study·
They prepare for this experience during the previous year
under the guidance of an adviser who later accoinpanlies
them overseas.
SP AN is ai;i accredited program which travels. to areas
not frequented by summatourists. The genera' aireas
of interst are: Latin America,

South-East Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, and Eastern
Europe.
If you have expertise in a
specific C-Ountry ·iin addition
to language ability and would
eirujoy working closely with
a small group of students
(8-12), write a letter stating
your country suggestion aITTd
reasons why it would be .a
good choice, as well as your
interest in advisership.
Send this letter and any informa tiornal queries to Dr.
James Flom, c-o P.A. Bldg.
or to Mrs• Fmette Magnusom,
SP AN office, 133 Clay .school,
West Campus University of
Miininesota, Minrueapolis, Minn.

want a union but felt that they
did mt have a choice- · "In order to carry out any of our
ideas it was essenitial that a
collective group present them.
We wouldn't ask for exorbitoot things, just thilligs that
are due," said Sanger.
A spokesman for Voigt's
stated that <riy once during
the current year has the buses
been overloaded, which was
at the beginning of the new
term. · The spokesman also
denied that the scheduling of
the buses was unireasooiable.
As
ult f th dis ted
a res
o e
pu
points six employees walked
off the job leaving the buses
unattended. Voigt's stated that
they had enough people to fill
·
·
the vacancies. The State Highway Patrol were also ,present
'when the six buses were
stranded and issued fix-it
tickets for lack of proper
af t
·
t
s e Y eqwpmoo ,

l(idnapping for
h .
d
C arlty stage
by Phi Taus
"Hello, this is the Phi Kappa
Tau house• We're calling to
inform you that your presideint
is being held here for ransom."
Squeals of horror spread
throughout SCS's four soro,rity houses at the amnouncement that . their respective
presidents were beimig held
at the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity house, and would remain there until each group
paid a ten dollar ransom.
The ranson, which, iirucidemtally was paid, will be forwarded to charitable groups,
among them Camp Courage
and the United Fund.
The Phi Taus will ·expand
their own funds in an all day
effort. to replace the air tn
their tires. The sororities removed the air alomg with their
presidents.
·

Junior, John T. Peterson
S•aid, "I . don't think it would
be fair to extend the mop add
date to the end of ·the quarter
because it would be unfai,r
to the students who are doing
well in the class; however,
I would like to see the date
e:ictended a little longer."
Larry Meyer, senior and
former Student Senate President, said "Lt's a good idea
to extend the deadline ootil

a time when a student has
some .indication as to a grade
in the class. An extension to
the end of the quarter is a
waste of facu1ty time and taxpayers' money, beeause- the
student is only payi,ng a fracition of the costs."
The resolution, if and when
submitted to the faculty Senate may be given, dh-ectly to
a committee, Robert Becker,
Faculty Senaite Chainnan said.
"The committee can research
the situation," and then submit r,ecommendaitions to the
Faculty Senate..
While waiting for action on
the resolution, Student Senator
Keller hopes that s,tudoots will
ev~uate. ~eilr situations and
voice opilllons on the proposed
change.

By LINDA MAYNARD

:5tudent resp<>n~e to . Mo~ntarn, an organ1zatlon P1:marily
devoted ,to the prevention and
control of drug usage on campus, has been accepted favor~bly by ~S Students, 13;cc?I"dmg '~ Tim Sawyer, prmcirple
orgamzer of the group.
Since the groups' origin
about a mMth ago, business
has intens.ified. Completely run
b st d ts
· d - 1Y u en , Mountain ec1lb
with an average of three to
four emergency calls weekly.
Aside from these calls are
·vario
others "'x:pr=~m·
· ,g a
...,.
"' """
desire to help or wa!Iliting to
talk about problems.

feels that the services which plans being made for meetMountain provides are badly ings, r,a,p sessions, and trainneeded at SCS.
ing programs. Through these
The future holds- much in efforts, Mountain hopes to rethe line of activities for Moun- spond to the needs of the peotain. Presently there are pie.
·
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- ·......
-.......;,;:
· -~-

Exclusively:

Starbrite Quality Diamonds
,a.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

CARDS HONORED

f:tia,no~d~ ~le7a1ue!

--~~

s~r

11 ~

_.::(

.-.

In order to accept these
Mountain obtained an
office in 142, Atwood. At present, student organizers of
Mountain are taking calls at
their residences, but upon receiving phoo.es for the office
at_ Atwood there will be a
twenty-four hour answering
service.
ciµls,

Forty-five to fifity s.tudenits
make up Mountain. These stu- THINK
dents are working on a training progr,am in which they NOW
will learn how to handte ' the ABOUT
various pr oblems that may
confront them. · At present,
they are working on a schedule of channels which they
will use to re.f.er · certain cases
to specific people who may
be somewhat adv,a nced in a
definite phase of drug us age.
Dr . David Sprague, head
of Counseling and Related Services has shown gr€·at interest
and concern for the development of Mounta in. Sprague

There

will

be

no Chronide
November 27 or

,

Convenient Terms
Available!

601 St. Germain
Open Monday & Friday Nite 'til 9

FREE DELIVERY
TACO'S

PIZZA

CHICKEN

FISH
PIZZA

December 1

SUBMARINES

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Night

55455.

(cont. from p. 1)

Students accept Mountain

Dance to Live Music

NEWMAN TERRACE PIZZA
-253-2131-

ClubAlmar

Drop date - - - -- - - - Student opinion is also varied on the proposed c1ass mop
deadline . Student Senator Tom
Keller said, "'What difference
does it make if ,a student
wants to drop a class at the
endl of the quairter? He's the
orne wasting his time and money."

In Atwood 142

stopped

Tom Sanger was a full time
employee for Voigt's Bus Service. He was fired last week
for what he was told consisted
of "dirty language." Sanger
denies the charge and said
it was because he was one
of the employees that tried
to establish a union. .
·
The U!Il!i.oo, Sanger explained,
was to be operative in order
to protect the health · am
safety of the children that the
school buses carried. This was
the main obje<:tive but there
were others•

Students Project for Amity
Among Nations (SPAN) is
now seeking applications for
adviser positions and country
suggestions for summer, 1972.
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Pool tournaments'_on Wed. night.
Beer and S!,t-ups served.

Located at St. Augusta
½ mile off Hwy. 152

ANTIQUE FURS (RE-CYCLED)

\"

.

300

COATS
JACKETS
CAPES

TO

;

CHOOSE
FROM
'
~;·

~

•

THE

_ 4'Jh
•

~"

~ oo•lf "1lrrt

Nicollet.~

· .&.
·

~Minnesota Politics Discussed
·,

"Activating the Minnesota
Electorate: A Review of the
: 970 Campaigns" will be discussed during a meeting of
the Minnesota Political Science Association on Saturday
at SCS.

The panel will take place
during a 10: 30 a·m. session
in Atwood room 146. Dr. Or
villed Schmidt, chairman of .
the political science department, stated that at meetings are open to the public.

RI_Dow!'town
BNICK
&
SONS
Mpls.-224 tf. First St.
Dai(y and Sat. 9-5. Ampre free parking
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BULL
Pen
by Dick Dahl
Sports, Editor

Loss of Aldridge Will Hurt Huskies
The St. Cloud State cage squad was dealt ·a severe
blow when 6-9 center Mru:-k Aldridge dropped out of school
last week for personal reasons.
·
·
That's Mark's business and no one knows better than
Aldridge what decisions are best for himself.
When we squeaked by Macalester· last year in the
district playoffs it was Aldridge's scoring and defense
that made the difference. He also helped out immensely
on a couple of other occasions.
He'll be missed.
Rough Road Ahead for Cagers
Picking a champion in the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference basketball race used to be a matter of writing
down " St. Cloud" in the number one slot and then figuring out who would finish where the rest of the way. The
Huskies have won or shared the NIC title 11 of the last 13
years.
However,
much as I hate to say it, this year things
are going to be a lot different. The Huskies were hit hard
by graduation, losing such performers as Steve Strandemo, Charlie Munsch, Louie Boone, and the valuable
"depth" men - Ed Waltman, Mike Arnold, and Paul
Trewick.
Now that Mark Aldridge has quit school, only three
lettermen are back - 6-6 center-forward Jeff Barott, 6-7
forward George Wilson, and 5-11 guard Chuck Morgan.
The Huskies have several promising players (notably
Steve Halsey and Bobby Kelly ) who may really help, but
just a quick glance at the rest of the teams in the league
shows that this is a bona fide bumper year for NIC
· quality.
Moorhead has almost everyone back (including Little
All-American Mike Berg). Bemidji has their entire team
back, featuring the scoring punch of Steve Noonkesser
and Terry Warren. Morris will be. very strong, as they
lose one starter. They also regain the services of Mike
Tate, an ·excellent player who was out with an injury last
year.
Winona has their very strong front line, headed -by
. Steve Protsman, returning. Michigan Tech returns almost
everyone, including Larry Grimes, the '69-'70 NIC sewing champ: Southwest returns everybody from last year's
tailen<lers, but a year could make-a big difference.
Against an array of teams like this St. Cloud's '70-'71
chances can be summed up in one word - bleak. However, St. Cloud State athletic teams have a ~mingly
magic penchant for pr-0ving people wrong, digging themselves out from deficits, and winning championships.
My prediction? Third place.

as

_ Footballers, When You're Down - Play Dirty
After watching the recent controversial Kansas CityOakland football game on TV where Otis ·. Taylor, Ben
Davidson, and others were involved · in some fisticuffs
which indirectly led to Oakland's game--tying field goal, I
learoo:l something I would like to pass on to St. Cloud's
defensive players who will be back next year.
0. K. Here's the situation. We're trailing by a touchdown or less, with minutes to play and the opposing
team in possession. It's third and five. Their quarterback runs a keeper and gets the big first . down. You
come upon the scene of the-tackle after he's already down.
All right -'- quick - what should. you do? The answer
is KICK TilE SNOT OUT OF HIM. More than likely one
of the quarterback'.s teammates will become peeved a:pd .
retaliate by attacking -you. So then what? Offsetting penalties, tha~'s all. The play must be run over, and chances
are they won't make it this time, so they punt, the Huskies get the ball and. go in for the winning TD - all becaus-e you were a little dir:y.
It seems like there's something slightly unjust about
that situation.
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Huskies prepare Sports
for cage opener
Schedilles
BASKETBALL
The St. Cloud State basket- forward from Waconia, who
Date
Opponent
Site
Time
ball team continues practice transferre<l firom Normano«. 2 River Falls. Wis ....-. .. ...... River Falls .. .. , .... , ... . 7 :30
D«. 4
Washburn ........... . ....... .. Topeka, Kan . . . .. .. .. • .. .. 7:30
and is preparing for the Dec. dale J.C.
Dec. 5
Rockhurst . . . .............. . ... Kansas CilY, Mo. . . . . . . .. 7:30
2 season -opener at River Olson's student assistant
Dec. 9
Concordia ....... . .... .. . .. , ... Moorhead .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:30
Dec. 12
Gonzaga
. . . .. .. , ....... .. .. St. Cloud . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . 7:30
Falls, Wis.
coaches this year are Mike
Dec. 19
St. John's .... . . ..... ... ... .... Collegeville .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. 7: 30
Dec.
21
Macalester
. . . . . . .... St. Cloud . . .. .. . . .. . . . • . . . 7:30
The Huskies' strength was Arnold and Charlie Munsch.
Dec . 28, 29, 30 Granite City Classic . ... St. Cloud
weakened last week when 6"We lost a lot of good kids ,"
( First round)
Central Michigan vs. Moorhead ... .. , . ... , .. . • .. . . . • . .. . 1 :30
9 senior center Mark' Aldridge .said Olson. " Thing.s are goin.g
Centra l Ohio vs. St. Thomas . .. . . .. .
.. . • . .. . . • . .
3:1 5
College of Great Falls vs. St. John's
.. . . .. .. • . .. . .. . 7 : 00
dropped out of school for per- to be a lot tougher this yearLakehead vs . St. Cloud .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . • . . . . . .. . . 8:45
sonal reasons. Galen Schroer, especially since we lost AldJan. 2
St. Olaf .. .. ..... , .. .... . ...... Northfield .. . .. .. . . •• . . . .. . 7:30
Jan. 5
Moorhead . .... . .. ..... .. ...... Moorhead .. . . . . . .. . . • . . . . 7: 30
a 6-7 junior firom Coon Ra- ridge."
Jan. 9
Morris .. .... . . . .. ... .. .. ...... St. Cloud .. . . . . • .. . . •• . . . . . 7: 30
pids, ranks, as Aldridge's top
"We'll use the same style
Jan. 13
Hamline ......... ... ... . ....... st. Paul . . . .. . •• . .. . . • . .. . 7:30
Jan. 16
Eau Clair, Wis . ....... . . .... .. St. Cloud .... . ...... ._.. .. 7:30
replacement now, according of full court press· defense,"
Jan. 22
Jan. 26
~,!;;i~ji
·· ::::::::: ::::::::::::::~i,!;,'i1ji :::: :::::::::::::: ng~
to head coach Noel Olson. ·
he said. "We'll also try to fast
Jan. 30
M1ch1gan Tech .... . ... ... .... . St. Cloud .. . . . . . • .. .. •• . . . 7:30
At this stage Olson has set break better than we did last
Feb. 2
Bemidji .................. . .. St. Cloud .. . .. . .. .. . .. • . .. 7:30
Feb. 6
Moorhead ...... . .. . .. . .. .. . .... St. C.loud . .
.. .. . . . . . . .. 7:30_
,a tentative starting lineup. year."
Feb. 12
Winona .. ....... . .... .......... St. Cloud . .. . . . . .. . .. . . • .. . 7 :30
Chuck Morgan, . 5-11 senior
The Northern Intercollegiate
Feb. 13
Southwest .. ...... . ... . ... ..... Marshall . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. 7:30
Feb. 20
Mich igan Tech . ...... .. .. ..... Houghton, Mich. . . .. . •. . . . 7 :30
· from Brainerd, and Bobby Conferen~ race this year will
Feb . 23
Winon;i .... .. . .... .. ....... . .. .Winona ... . . ,
.. . 7:30
Feb. 27
Southwest
......... St. Cloud ..
7:30
Kelly, 5-10 senior Augsburg be "just wild," Olson said.
transfer and service vet from "There won't be a weak team
GYMNASTICS
BloomJngto)l, will be at guard. in the league. It will be a lot
Date
Opponoot
Site
Time
Nov. 27, 28 Midwest Open ..... . ........ . Chicago, Ill.
.. . .. 10:00
Ej;ther Schroer or captain Jeff harder to win this year than
Dec. 2
Stevens Point ....... . , .... . . . St. Cloud
.. . .. . . . .. .. 4:00
Dec. 5
Bemidji Invitational .... ...... Bemidji . . . .
. . .. 12:00
Biairott, a 6-6 senior from last," he said.
Dec. 12
Iowa Open ... ............... Ames, Iowa .
. .. 10:000
Lindstrom-Center City, will The freshman squad this
Jan. 8
University of Minnesota ...... Minneapolis . .
7:30
Jan. 9
Stout State (Wis.) . . . .. . .... ... Menominie, Wis.
. . 1: 30
be at center. If it is Schroer, year is expected to help out.
j!~·
16
Eau .c_l.aire, Wis ... ... ..... .. .. St. Clou.d . . .
. . 1:00
Barott will move to forward Dennis Smi-th is the frosh
. 3
Bem1d11 . .. .... . ...... .. ..... St. Cloud
1 :00
Feb. 5
Platteville -and St. Olaf .. ..... St. Cloud . . . . . . •• . . . . • . . . . 7:30
and team with ·George Wilson, coach, replacing Jack HadFeb. 13'
N. Mich. and George wrm ... .St. Cloud
...... . . . .. .... ·. 7:30
Feb. 19
Illinois Stale .. ....... .. . ...... Normal .. . . .. .. .. . . . .
7:00
6-7 senior from Red Wing.
dorff who took over the head
Feb. 20
Chi . Circle and E. Micvh . .. .. Chicago, Ill. . . . . . .. . . . . .. 1 :00
Jerry -Doe, who sat out last coaching reins at Morris.
Feb. 26
Lacrosse, Wis. .. .... ... .. . ... Lacrosse .. . . . . . .. .. . • . . . 7:30
Mar. 5
Mankato . . . ... .... . ·. . . . ... .. . . St. Cloud . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 7:30
season is back and also may Smith is assisted by Paul T,-eMar. 12
Northern Iowa ......... ...... Cedar Falls. ,owa · . ... .. ·.. 7:00 ..J.
be starting at forward. Sopho- wick and Ed Waltman.
Mar. 13 or 22 Mid-East League Champ.... Chicago, Ill. . . . . .. .. . . . . 1 :00 ·.Mar. 26-28 NCAA College Div. Champ ... Chicago, Ill.
. . 10:00
mores Steve Halsey, 6-4 forThere are 15 mdn on the
Apr. 1-3
NCAA U Div. Championship . . Ann Al'.bor, Mich.
10:00
ward-guard · from Anoka, and
There are 15 men on the
HOCKEY
Roger Nordgren, 6-6 forwaird frosh squad. Smi,th mentioned
Oppooent ~
Dale
Site
Time
from Eden Valley are also eight whom he expects to gee
Dec. 1
st. •John' s . . .............. .
7:30
Chicago Circle .. ... ... ........ Lake Forest, 111.
7:30
Dec. '
heavily coooted upon.
the most action at this. point.
Dec. · 5
Lake Forest, Ill... .. ..... . .. . . Lake Forest
7:30
Dec, 11
Concordia .......... . .. . ...... .Fargo, N.D .... .. .. . ..... . 7:30
The list of varsity members
They are: steve Bauer, 6Dec. 12
Concordia ...... .. ....... . . .... Fargo, N.D. . . ...... . ... . 8:00
also includes Calib Donnell, 6 forward from Circle Pines ;
Jan. 7
St. John's .. ...... . . . ......... St. Cloud .. ..
2:00
Jan.
9
St.
Olaf .. .
.. . . .. ....... St. Cloud .... .. .. .... . , ..
2:00
6-0 junior guard from Chicago; Kent Carlson, 6-3 guard from
Jan. 16
St. C,laf
. • . . . .Northfield
... . .. .. 2:00
Reid Hans, 6--0 senior guard Kerkhoven; Greg Fouks, 6--0 1. Jan. 17 St. Thomas ... , . . .• . , ..... .Met Sport Center
1:00
Jan. 22
Mankato
............ ....... St. Cloud .. .
3:00
from Clinton; Dan Ohme, 5- guard from Stillwater; Bill
Jan. 23
Mankato
. .. • .. . .. . .... . St. Cloud . .. ..... .. ... ..
1:00
Jan. 29.
Mankato
...... . ....... Mankato .. ..... ... ..... . 3:00
10. sophomore guard from Holmberg, 6-4 forward from
Jan. 30
Mankato
. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .Mankato ........ . ..... . .. . 1:00
Slayton; Les Green, 6-1 SO: St. Paul Park; Dave Nord,
Feb. 3
Superior. Wis. .. ... . . . . . . ..... Superior
7:30
Feb. 4
Superior, Wis .. ... .. . .•........ Superior ..... . .
7:00
phomore forward from Minn- 6-4 forward from Alexandria;
Feb . 9
St. Maf"('s . .......... . . ..... . . Columbi;i Heights
6: 30
Feb. 18
St. MilrV's
.. ..... , .. . .. . ... . A!drich Arena
4:00_
eapolis North; Dean Laager, Bob Schlagel, 6-2 guard from
t::..
6--0 junior guard from Chokio- Rush City; Steve Soderling,
SWIMMING
Alberta who is a transfer stu- 6-4 forward from Hopkins;
Date
Opponent ·
Site
Time
Dec. 5
Minnesota Relays
. . . . .Hamline
... . 9 a.m.
dent from Willmar J.C. ,; and and Mark Stoeve, 6-5 forward
Dec. 12
Husky High School Relays . . St. Cloud
8 a.m.
.!an. 8
Southwest
.Marshall . . .. . .. . .. .. .
7:30
Jim Weinzerel, a ~3 junior firom South st. Paul.
Jan. 9
Wayne State (Neb .) ........ Wavne
. • . • . .. • • . ..
2:00
The seven others are: Steve
Jan. 15
Hamline
.......... . ,. ... St. Paul . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . 4~30
Jan. 16
Bemidji
. . ..
.. Bemidji . .
2:00
Chenn, 6--0 guard · from Palo
Jan. 23
Eau Claire. Wis..... . ....... . Eau Claire
.. .
2:00
Atto, Cal.; Greg Coppins, 6Jan. 29
Northern Iowa
•.....
.Cedar Falls. Iowa
4:00
Jan.
30
St.
Thomas
..
....
......
....
..
.
St.
Cloud
2:003 guard from Hopkins; Ken
Feb. 5
Mankato
...... . . .. .. .St. Cloud
_ .
7:00
Feb. 6
Stout Slate (Wis.) .......... .. Menominie, Wis.
2:00
Lear, 6-4 forward from RoFeb. 13
Northern Michigan .. ... ... .... St. Cloud
2:00
chester John Marshall; Rich
Feb. 16
Gustavus Adolphus
.. . .... . . S.t. Cloud
4:00
Feb. 26
Lacrosse Stale (Wis.) . ...... . Lacrosse
. . . . . . 7:00
Meehan, 6-2 guard from WashMar. 5-6 NIC Meiit
....... . .. Marshall
.. .. 8 a.m .
ington, ill.; Wayne Miller, 5-9
Mar. 18. 19, 20 NCAA C~llege Div. Natls. Undecided
guard from Fridley; and
WRESTLING
Charles Swenson, 6-1 guard
Date
Opponent
Site
Time
Dec. 5
Northern Iowa Tournament
irom Elbow Lake.
Dec. 8
North "Dakota State ... .. ... St: Cloud
7:3o·
Many of the freshmen will
Dec . 11
St. Cloud Invitational .. . . .. St. Cloud
Dec
.
19
Augsburg
Quadrangular
.
.
.
.
.
.Augsburg
~e playing on the junior varJan. 9
St. Cloud Quadrangular
. . St. Cloud
Jan. 14
River Falls, Wis.
. . . . . River -Falls
. sity team, which also includes
Jan. 16
Dickinson State Quadrangular . Dickinson, N.D.
I~
-sophomores. The junior- varJan. 23
Wayne State Quadrangular .. Wavne, Neb.
Jan. 26
Superior, Wis.
. ... Superior
I
sity will play an eight game
Jan. 28
Bemidj i
. - .. . ... .. . . st. Cloud
· · · 7:30 I
. schedule, the fir.st one being
Jan. 29
North Dakota University ..... Grand !'Gries, N.D.
Feb. 3
Morris
.. .... St. Cloud
.
I
at Concordia Dec. 9.
Feb. 5
Michigan Tech
. , . .. .. .. . .. Houghton, Mich
I
Feb. 6
Northern Mich. Quadrangular . ·
The var.s1ty . will have a
FFeebb . 12
Winona
.. .... Winona . · · ·
I
.scrimmage Saturday morning
13
U!)per Iowa Tournament
Feb. 18
Moorhead
. . . . . .. Moorh'ead
· · .. · · · · · · • · .. ·
I
against Augsburg in HalenFeb. 25
N IC Tournament
.
.. Morris
I
-against Augsburg in HalenMar. 11-13 NCAA Col. Div. Tournament Fargo, N.D.
Ken Fournelle photo
beck Hall.

___________________ . _______ J
Michael

.Reasonable Auto Rates

(cont. from p. 3)

for Underage Male Drivers (f6-25)
Liability Coverage Comparison: 10/2-0/5 and Uninsured
./
Motorist
20 yr. old ma1e with: 2 speeding tickets and 1 accident
Our company premium: 5 330 a~nual or s182 6 months
Other company premium: 1 492 annual or s246 6 months
If over 21, the premium is $10 less for the sam~ record

20 yr. old male with clear record:
Our company premium: 5 220 annual or s121 6 months
Other company premium: 5 288 annual or s144 6 months
SJ. CLOUD STAJE COLLE.GE MAGA·ZINE '" COMING IN DECEMBER

Rosemark Ag•n.cy
1529 St. Germain, St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
Tel. 251-1490 and 252-2875

' .-

• I

•

4

te:nporary tragedy. Besides te!i.ing of the Pillaging and
murder of the Inca · civiliza- ~
tion, it is a drama of fate ·
which steers the two powerful
n~.en, Pizarro and Atahuall,pa
into an inescapable battle of
physical anti mental torture.
. At the play's tragic end, both
men are •destroyed - but each in a different way. "
·
,_~
Watcing the rehearsal, it ~
was evident that this cast has
a strong company fet>ling all of them pulling as a group
to -make this opening show
of the theatre sea!-:on an inten1oe and meaninful experience for the audience. "For
shffr excitement · and spectacie, this show can't be
beat," quoted Michael as he ;,,.
cli ~ed 'the 'interview and continued the show'§ dynamic
rehearsal.
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Internship

Over $3 million_in
•
• I al_
•ds ITT•Ven
.f 1nanc1a
r,--Finairncial aid officials processed $3,340,160 in student
aid at St. _Cloud State during
the 1969-70 fiscal year, accordkg to figures released today.
This total represents about
· $370 for each of the approximately 9-000 full time students
enrolled during that time. The
average package for each of
the some 3 500 students who
received aid during the year
was $955, according to Milfocd
Johnson, director of finamdal
aid
good share of this total$2,135,353-came through federally trusured bank loans.
State aid for students totaled
ain additional $454,148.
"Students and the public
often don't realize the scope
of the fiinaiudal aid progra_m
and how much money is actually available to studoots,"
Johnson said.
"NatiorrJJal Defense Student

;: A

Grant allows counselor

Wilson said that NSA headquarters has promised to send
· detailed material describing
services and how they will be
made available to SCS students. If the material is not
sent within two weeks, he will
strongly consider disaffiliation.
In a telephone interview
with NSA Vice-President Don
Shal, Sha! Jefended NSA and
its purposes- "We will not · exploit or assist exploiters of
' the student market," - he explainied. He contends that NSA
services, among them the life
insurance policy, which he
called " the best in the COU!ll'"
try" are being made avail-

Loans (NDSL) alone have provided St. Cloud students with
$3,405,565 s1nce the program
was started in 1959," he added.
.
.,
T1?ough NDSL, $.,79,150 was
ava!lable to St. Clo~d students
dll1;'1ng · the 1969-- 70 fiscal ,.YearThis y~ar, the money available
has nsen to $425 ,ooo. These
funds come from federal and
state govemments and through
"paybacks," Thus when a stu~
dent pa_ys_ b~ck the.money borrowed 1t 1s immediately made
available to other students
through defense loans.
J ohnson eacouraged students
to investigate early the
sour ces of financial aid alllid
apply to his office by march
apply to his office by March
1, 1971. "If we have an application by then and if there
is a need, we are reasonably
sure that we can help the student," he said.

lion dollars to
dollars.
The Student Senate will take
action soon regardimg disassociation with NSA. President Bensotlll poimted out that
SCS would still be able to take
part in any " worthwhile" programs which NSA provides,
without paying the dues.
:----------

Sale·

movie as
. American as Monis ·
apple pi~ Daddy's

Scotch-on-the
rocks andlittle
Maxie's hang-ups. ·

"The people
ne:xt door"®

If an internship is not offered in the area a stude:nt
is interested in he should contact Paul Gilbert, who will
help him set up too cresiired
internship.
.
.
. Accor~g to Gilhert. there
1s very -little problem m getting on the internship ·program. There are- many more
ihternshlps available than, are
filled each quarter and many
possibilities for new intern- .
ships, he said.

DNESDAYI
owtinlei~

PAUL
·NEWMAN
JOANNE
WOODWARD
ANTHONY ·
PERKINS .

Complete. lis,tings of available internships will be available in the Academic Affairs
Office, Stewart Hali 112.

able to SCS studoo:ts. He said
that an aid had discussed the
policy at length with Lindsay ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...l.
and · NSA . Co-ordinator Ken
Wilson.. Lindsay said, how.,
ever, that he is still looking
FRI.
&
SAT
•
.
for "specifics."
NOW
6:45-8:40
Shal attacked those who conSHOWING.
tend that NSA ·is loosiirug mem& 10:30
. bership. He cited the South
as an area of the country
MAT. SUN. 2 P.M.
WEEKDAYS AT 7:15 & 9:15
. where NSA is fast gaining affiliatiorus-.
Answering criticisms that
NSA , has become too political, Sha! pointed out that campus
student
governments,
which send delegates to the
NSA National Congress, are
the onies who are becoming
m_ore political,
that NSA
is merely a reflection of this.
Shal citedI the example of
a southern orga,rnzation r esembling NSA called the
Southern ~;niver sity Student
Goveflnment Associatioo. He
said that their failure to take
stands on political issues bas
A CANNON RELEASE
COLOR
resulted in that or gairnizatioo's
demise, and the subsequent
NSA gains in the South·
He denied that David Ifshen
has choose n his staff otn. the
basis of " political patronage,"
and pointed out that while Ifshoo is considered by mairuy
NOW SHOWING 7:10 & 9:30
as a radical, he, -Shal, is a
_ registered Republican and a
conservative.
. Paramounl Piclures Presents A Howard W Koch·.
Alan Jay Lerner Produclion Slamng
_
The NSA Vice - Preside!llt '
said his organization is "fina&
· Barbra
Yves
cially solvent," and pointed
Streisand / Montand
out that -it has reduced its i,ndebtedness from one-half mil-

and

l~J:U~1[1ll11\II

IIJml3mrJllil!l

3

·On A c1ear0 Y

GOOD READING

·Pik-A-Book

wuoan
1V

see Forever

,

"FUNNY, REAL AN D TOUCHING!"
-Playboy Magazine

"UPROARIOUS! PERCEPTIVE AND
WITTY!.WILD HUMOR! "
-Gene Sha/it, NBC-TV

Based upon the

Musical Play On A Clear Day You Can See Forever
Panav,s,on· Techn,coior· AParamount Picture

i

FRIDA-YI

STARTS
at 7: 10-9: 15

"THE FUNNIEST MOVIE
l'VE SEEN THIS YEARI

e [!!I

The Latest & The Greatest

7 -

A $60,000 grant from the to Dr. David Lesar, SCS psy- hee,n traditonally turned off
Minnesota
Department . of chology professor and project by it," Lesar said . ."This in•
Manpower Service is fin ancmg director.
eludes not just disadvantaged
·a new program at St. Cloud
The 24 people involved are and minority group people.
State College geared to train divided into two groups, each
vocational counselors.
of which attends a four-we.ek
"These interviewers need
Twenty-four interviewers for institute fall, winter and to learn to deal with themthe Minnesota Employment spring quarters. During their · selves and learn to react . to
Service are participating. The stay 0111 campus the partici- and affect other people a.ad
program, the first .of ~ts kind pants meet at le~st 40 hours successfully deal with them.
in the state was, mspired by a week, Lesar said.
Th.is involves both verbal an(!
a new foc~s in family as- · . "~at we're trying ~o do · nonverbal communication a,
sistance that may cause. a is tram p~ople to work m the they learn to relate to indiv
Credit for an i:ruternsh.ip counselor shortage, accordmg syrtem with those who have duals," he added.
varies according to what the
i!lldividual d:epartment offers.
Some of the i.rnteirnsh.ips r.equire written r.eporits to the
sponsoriing departments while
5MORE DAYS!
others require only that theintern fulfill the obligations
Positively
imposed by the employer.
Ends
Tuesday
MoSt of the interns w e oot
pa.id a salary.
Students mteresited in applying for an internship should
cont act the individual depaa-tmenit chairman oir Mr. GilA
bert to filll!d out -what resourC€iS
are available to him, the type
cide 00 definite c ~ choices
after th~y ha~e mtern~.
Paul Gilbert directs the mternship program at SCS.
He said that St. Cloud has
more inltelrns ,thain any of the
ohll€ir staite colleges. "But
more s,tudents must become
aware of the pro~~ avail~
ab1e so that parit.ic1pation can
improve," he said.

and information 00: how tt is
expected to benefit the stu$100 thousand dent 1n his career.

Chronicle
Class1·.11·eds

.
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(cont. from p. 1)

tha:t will
lved, ·
his work
obl.igaitioo
to he
the inw
college,
NSA----------------- . ofthe
number of credits offered,,
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Classifieds & Happenings
We-sley

SMC

Math Club

GIBSON BASS, ex. cond· Best . GREAT BUYS in rebuilt b&w furniture- 812 6th Ave. So. Call

!interested in exploring some There will be ain SMC meetof the traditional concepts and ing, Wednesday, Nov. 18 at
beliefs of the Christian faith? 6 p.m. in the Herbert room,
Interested in digging into some Atwood. All welcomeof the Biblical themes? Wesley
House, 391 4th Ave. s., is
Host & Hostesses
working on some kind of struc- · Any person having a 2·5
ture to do searching in this HPR h1terested in becoming
area. Pho_ne 252-6518.
a college Host or Hostess, may
contact
Klea at 253-4854 or
Ve-ts Club
Wesley
Dr. Schrader, room 248, P.A.
There will be a table in the
Tuesday, 9:15 is the time
lobby of Atwood both Monday
Retreat
to come to 391 4th Ave- So.
and Tuesday for the sale of The weekend sponsored by An event is planned. Refreshtirkets for a snowmobile raf- llllter-Religious Council begins mepts will be served by Nita.
fle- The benefits of this raffle tonight. Leaving at 4:30 p.in•
will be divided equally be- today from the Meeting Place,
Movie
tween the St. Cloud Children's 201 4th St. S. Destination is
On Tues., Nov. 24 at 7:30
Home, Veteran's Hospital, and Decision Hills Qamp, Spicer.
p.m. in Atwood Civic-Permy
the SCS Vet's Club. Tickets Return Sunday nOO!l!.
Room, the History Club will
will be distributed to club
L.S.A.
present a two-part movie on
members all day Monday in
Celebrate
Thanksgiving Adolf Hitler for all mterested
the Jerde room. All Vets are
early with us. On Tuesday, persons• Take a study break
encouraged to stop in,.
Nov• 24, we are having a and come on over all are welInterviewing??
Thamksgiving dinner at Pas- come.
Delta Sigm2. Pi will sponsor tor OttoS()l11'S. If in•terested, _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
FOR SALE
a panel title<: "How . to Inter- come over Lllld sign your name
view." Participants w:iiJ. be: at "The Meeting Place," 201
4 FENTON 14x6 mags for
Mr. Bob Oilphant, Placement 4th or call 252-6183.
·
Chev., 2 Cragar 14x6 mags
Bureau; Mr. Bruce Burres,
Varsity Tennis
for Chev. Cheap! 252-1546.
SCSC FACULTY : Mr. Lo
Braun, personal representative All students interested in
of large corporation. Mr. participatmg with the varsity '67 MUSTANG V-8 stick, black
Mike Anderson, recent 'gradu- tennis team during Spring interior, factory warranty,
ate. The panel will be at 7: 30 quarter 1971 a.z:e ~kPd to at- new tires. Many extras, Per·
p.m- , Monday Nov. 23 , in room I tend an orgamzational meet- feet cond. Carefully driven.
119 Business Building. All mg on Dec. 1, 1970, room 315, 252-1546·
students invited
BB at 1 p.m. or to contact SHERBURNE men's dorm
.
255-3214.
contract for sale. 255-2964.

"Standing Room Only! ", a
21st Century Series film on
the popul;.tion problem, narrated by Walter Cronkite, will
be shown Tuesday afte~noon
November 24, at 1 p.m. Agam,
the Math Club meeting will
be in BB l19-l1 9A. Everyone
is welcome!

Ski Club

There will be a Ski Club
mee~ing Monday Illight, Nov.
~ m Brown Hall Aud. at
6,:3() p.m .. Payments for ti:ie
trip to White Cap (Jan. 9) will
be collected• All money must
be in before Christmas vacation! There will also be a film
--60 be sure to come!
Baha'i

Baha'u'llah, the Promised
One of all re ·gions has come.
To learn where and when,
SCSC faculty; Mr. Leo
morning, Nov. 23, anytime
Tom 10-12.
Women's Swim Team

The SCS Women's Competitive Swim Team hosts U.M.D.
today (Fri.) in a dual meet
at the Halenbeck Hall pool
at 4 p.m. It is the final home
meet of the year. Tomorrow
the swimmers amd the volley·
ball team go to Mankato for
quadrangular meets against
Mankato State, UM.D. and
Winona State.

Karate Club

Interested in Karate? Join
the Karate Club- Classes are
every Monday, 5 p.m., Dance
Studio, Halenbeck Hall. Open
to both men and women.
First Methodist

Students are always welcome to worship at the First
United Methodist Church, 3rd
St. and 5th Ave. So. Sunday
services at 9:30 amd 11 a.m~ntly the choir is being
expanded; a number of study
groups are available; counseling available by appointment.

SKIIS - Scott fiberglass 210
cm Wilmarker binrungs. Also
SIIlOW tires H-70 studded fiberbelted with 14" G.M. rims.
Also 4 track tape recorder.
Call 252-9568 after 5.
HEAD skiis size 9½ boots,
bindings and poles, $100 Roger
255-3580·
2 CASE" HALL dorm contracts
--same room-for wmter qtr.
Call 255-3424 rm. 317.
SKIIS, 180 cm. fiberglass base,
with bindings, 7½ women's
boots• Call 255-2651.

offer 252-7189.

television sets• J&M Electroo~
ics, 1425 N. 7th St , 252-8696
WANTED
after 5 p.m.
·
.
.
FOUND: girls glasses, red
~IR.L for light ho~keepmg, case with gold leaves. Call
ll'onmg, and-or child care. 255-2858. ·
Approx. 5 hrs. week. 2:>3-1442TYPING themes m my HEY GET YOUR head togehome. 252-1813.
ther. Why shell out good bread
for rent . when you could be
SKI BOOTS - Buckle or lace, buying your own mobile home
about size 10, Chet 255-2380.
for the same, or less, money,
COLLEGE STUDENTS, men call Jon Moe 252-6372, Northaind woman to sell 1st home land Homes St. Cloud·
air pollution purifier. Prior
.
'
.
sales experience useful but LOST. SCS and U of M ID
not essential, liberal commis- cards. Notify Mary McCollow.
sions. Transco Products Inc• 252-8470.
Call 251·5137 for personal mNEED RIDE to ~~dison Wisterview and further informa- con.sin
Thanksgiymg.
Call
tion.
251-1152 ask for Cheryl.
TYPING of all types of papers. Call 252-2166.
ROOMS
GOOD OLD RECORDS, for
donation to V.A. Hospital. ROOMS for girls. Kitchen
Collection box at Atwood. Del- privileges, lounge with piano
ta Sigma Phi.
and tv. College approved, 398
- - - - - - - - - - 3rd Ave- So.
ATTENTION

---------AL TE RATIONS and repair
of men and women's clothing.
123 18th Ave- N. Phone 2522204
FOUND: wristwatch on 7th
St. Between 4th and 5th Ave.
Call 251-8189, after 4 p.m.
OPPORTUNITY,
sparetime,
addressing oov.elopes and circulars! Make $27.00 per thousand. Handwritten or typed,
i!Il, your home. Send just $2
for instructions and a list of
firms using addressers- Satisfaction guaranteed! B&V Ente:prise.s, Dept. _ll·E, PO Box
398, Pea.rblossom, Calif. 93553.
NEED A RIDE? Mpls. to St.
Cloud commuter bus weekly
or daily service. Register now
for fall and winter qtr. 4719736.
BROWN COW: 558-2270 after
11:00 p.m., Mon.-'J'.hurs.
·
European nomads: The most

252-9771 or 251·3994.
VACANCIES:
CA women's
hous1ng for winter qtr. with
room and board. Phone Laurie 252--0262, 819 5th Ave. So.
WINTER QTR. vacancies, at
327 4th Ave. So. Call Connie
252-4205·
il
NEED 2 girls to share mob •e
home. Transportation available. Kathy 251 _3172 .
.
VACANCY winter qtr. boys. Call 252-2134.
TRAILER HOUSE -

4 col-

lege boys. 251-6177.
PERSONAL
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to "God's

Country" people.
HAPPY ' 18th birthday, GruntYou're fioolly old enough to
smoke! From Jan.
PINKY NOSE and bushy . tail
are you geEir,,g ready for Daytona? 1

CA HOUSING for girls winter
qtr., laundry facilities, close "GOD'S COUNTRY" people, to campus. 251-9177 after 6 Happy birthday.
p.m . .
HAPPY 18th, 19th 20th birthGIRLS HOUSING (wi.lllter ~a- days Laurie, Larry, and Will.
cancies) 601 8th Ave. So. Fur- From Jan~t, Ann, and Sandy.
nished, kitchens, carpeted, BECKY S., why did you fall
laundry facility.
down the front.steps of Atwood
on your 21st birthday?
APPROVED HOUSING-openings for wmter qtr. close to PAUL AND DON are legal
campus, fully carpeted, new (almost).

SBIECA

~ NATURALIZER

~

. ~~~,_~Goocli.iil!l!si-.~-!l,.,_llll,!lliff..i.d!ll.!C_,-~.!!"

FLORSHIEM
.

HUSH PUPPllS-RAND.....:.CALUMET-RED WING
BUSKENS-MISS WONDERFUL-POLL PARROT
DOWNTOWN
· HERBERGER BLOCK

CROSSROADS
C~NTER

SNOW TIRES Studded, economical way to Europe
Goodyear, like new, size 15.5x next summer. 5th consecuti.e
The Speecl: 161 written ex- 6.15·13, used on Spitfire Reg.
emption exam will be given $35.00 a piece, asking $25.00 yr. Write: European Odyssey,
at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, for pair. 252-6398 ask for Bob. Winsted, Mn. 55395.
December 2. All students who
wish to take the exam, please
report at 7:30 p.m. to room
221 of the Performing Arts
Your In Good Company With Henke
buildirug. Those who pass the
written exam will then be
asked to give a speech at a
Mer date. The exam will be
given every quarter.
Spe-ech 161 Exam

Karl Schranz

Suzy Chaffee

AT THE

~orth Star Ski Shop
26th and Division

.....

Also great ski package deals
for the colleg~ hot-dogger
Skis, poles, bindings, mountings, and
adjustment only:

Wood $40.45 -

Metal $95 -

Glass_$ l l 6

Kast le, Rossig nol;t'>ynasta r,
Sideral, Salomon,
Gertsch-Tyrolia
Sweaters, turtleneck, hats,
plus used equipment

